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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT
ACQUISITION OF SHARES IN CMBC CAPITAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
This is a voluntary announcement made by China Soft Power Technology Holdings Limited
(the ‘‘Company’’). Reference is made to the announcements of the Company dated 17, 18
and 19 October 2017 in relation to, among other things, the shareholdings and acquisitions
of shares in CMBC Capital respectively. Unless the context otherwise requires, capitalised
terms used in this announcement shall have the same meanings as those defined in the
announcement of the Company dated 17 October 2017.
The Board wishes to announce that the Company, through its wholly-owned subsidiaries, has
acquired 3,000,000 shares of HK$0.01 each in the share capital of CMBC Capital on 14
November 2017 (the ‘‘Acquisition’’). The Acquisition was carried out on open market at a
consideration (including transaction costs) of approximately HK$1,921,000.
As at the date of this announcement, including the Acquisition, the Company held
3,619,815,829 shares in CMBC Capital, representing approximately 7.91% of the total
issued share capital of CMBC Capital as at 31 October 2017 (being the latest date which the
total number of issued shares in CMBC Capital is publicly available).
Further announcement(s) in compliance with the relevant requirements of the Listing Rules
will be made as and when appropriate to inform the shareholders of the Company and
potential investors of any further acquisition(s) in the shares in CMBC Capital.
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